Introduction {#S1}
============

Many developmental processes involve changes in cell morphology that occur concurrently with cell fate decision processes. Examples include epithelial to mesenchymal transitions ([@R36]), switching between tip and stalk cell fates during angiogenesis ([@R26]), and cell fate decisions controlled by the formation of filopodia ([@R10]; [@R28]). Despite these observations, the morphological aspects of differentiation are often treated as a downstream consequence of fate-specific gene expression and are not considered as an essential part of the cell fate decision process. One way in which changes in cell morphology can affect cell fate decision processes is by affecting the magnitude of signaling between cells. This concept has been discussed in various contexts including for example in angiogenesis ([@R6]; [@R7]), bristle patterning in *Drosophila* ([@R25]), and asymmetric cell divisions in zebrafish ([@R1]). Nevertheless, we still lack direct evidence for the dependence of signaling on cell morphology and how it affects cell fate decision processes.

Here we study the effect of cell morphology on the highly conserved Notch signaling pathway, which is ubiquitously used for coordination of differentiation between neighboring cells in processes such as boundary formation and lateral inhibition ([@R3]; [@R4]). Notch signaling relies on the interaction between Notch receptors and the Delta-Serrate-Lag2 (DSL) ligands at the boundary between neighboring cells ([@R8]; [@R13]). It is known to mediate cell-cell communication through a variety of contact morphologies, ranging from relatively broad adherens junctions ([@R5]; [@R12]) to submicron filopodial contacts ([@R10]; [@R20]; [@R24]). The large variance in contact sizes raises the question of how Notch signaling depends on contact area. Based on the analysis of diffusion and endocytosis rates of Notch ligands, we recently predicted that there could be two distinct behaviors for the contact area dependence ([@R27]). Notch signaling could be either proportional to the contact area if diffusion is relatively slow, or could be independent on contact area, for relatively fast diffusion. Here, we wanted to directly test the dependence of Notch signaling on contact area and to understand whether such dependence could affect Notch-mediated patterning.

Results {#S2}
=======

To understand the dependence of Notch signaling on the dimensions of the contact area between cells, we wanted to develop a method that allows a direct measure of the interactions between Notch receptors and ligands in a controlled cellular geometry. To achieve that, we combined micropatterning technology with a live-cell trans-endocytosis (TEC) assay to track the dynamics of Notch1 (N1) and Delta-like 1 (Dll1) interactions between pairs of cells in a controlled geometry. The Notch TEC assay is based on measuring the amount of Notch extra cellular domain (NECD) that trans-endocytoses into the ligand-expressing cell following its interaction with the DSL ligand ([@R23]; [@R29]; [@R30]). In this assay, we used fusion constructs in which both the extracellular domain of Notch 1 and the C-terminus of the ligand Delta-like-1 are labeled with fluorescent protein tags ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To label N1, we introduced citrine between the EGF-like repeats and the negative regulatory region in the extracellular domain (between G1435 and A1436) ([@R16]). In most of our experiments, we used a variant of human N1 in which the intracellular domain was replaced with a transcriptional activator Gal4 to avoid activation of endogenous Notch targets ([@R34]). The resulting fusion construct (N1G4-citrine) exhibited similar activity in a reporter assay as the N1G4 construct without the citrine tag ([Fig. S1A](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For tracking Dll1 dynamics, we used a c-terminal fusion of rat Dll1 and mCherry under a doxycycline inducible promoter ([@R34]). We generated stable cell lines in Chinese Hamster Ovary cells (CHO-K1) which express either the N1G4-citrine or the Dll1-mCherry.

To observe TEC dynamics, N1G4-citrine and Dll1-mCherry cells were co-cultured and imaged using live-cell confocal microscopy ([Fig 1B,C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We induced the expression of Dll1-mCherry and tracked the fluorescence of both N1G4-citrine and Dll1-mCherry in regions where the two cell types come in contact. About two hours after Dll1-mCherry induction, we observed TEC of N1G4-citrine into the Dll1-mCherry cells, mostly in the form of vesicles containing both N1G4-citrine and Dll1-mCherry ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [movie S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No TEC is observed where Dll1-mCherry cells are not in contact with N1G4-citrine cells or when Dll1-mCherry is not induced ([Fig. S1B-G](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). TEC is also observed in similar assays in which full-length N1 expressing cells are co-cultured with Dll1-mCherry cells ([Fig. S1H-J](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or when Dll1-mCherry is expressed in Marin Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cells instead of CHO-K1 cells ([Fig. S1K-M](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These show that TEC is a general feature of N1-Dll1 interactions and is not specific to the Notch variant or the cell line used.

To understand the relation between TEC in the sending cells and the transcriptional response in the receiving cells, we generated a stable cell line having both N1G4-Citrine and a transcriptional reporter activated by Gal4 (UAS-H2B-mCherry)([@R34]). Co-culture experiments between these reporter cells and Dll1-mCherry cells show that the level of the transcriptional reporter is correlated with the level of TEC in the adjacent sending cell, albeit with a mean delay of 255±29 minutes (obtained from 6 movies such as the one shown in [Fig. S1N-P](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This delay reflects the relatively slow response of the transcriptional reporter in the receiving cell. The TEC signal on the other hand, is observed without any delay. Furthermore, we noticed that the TEC decayed with a half-life of about 60 minutes in a movie in which the receiver and sender cells detach ([Fig. S1Q-R](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hence, the TEC provides a direct measure of signaling dynamics between cells.

To study the dependence of Notch signaling on contact area we used a micro-patterned device termed \'the two-cell assay\', which restricts pairs of cells to predefined bowtie shaped microwells on a glass bottom dish ([@R14]) ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The microwells were typically 20μm in diameter and were connected by a 2-5μm wide neck. By randomly seeding N1G4-citrine and Dll1-mCherry cells, we got many microwells with mixed pairs (i.e. one cell from each type in the same bowtie device). Time-lapse movies of N1G4-citrine and Dll1-mCherry cell pairs were acquired upon induction of Dll1-mCherry by doxycycline ([Fig. 2B-G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The TEC signal was defined as the citrine fluorescence measured within the boundaries of the Dll1-mCherry cell. We typically observe that the TEC levels increase with the levels of Dll1-mCherry in the first few hours of the movie ([Fig. 2D,G,H,I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [movies S2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Unexpectedly, the TEC saturates or even decreases at longer times, even though ligand levels continue to increase ([Fig. 2D,G,H,I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [movies S2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This unexpected pulse-like behavior in TEC is observed in the majority of cell pairs recorded ([Fig. S2A](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and is qualitatively similar to the behavior observed in free co-culture (not shown).

To test the effect of contact area on TEC, we performed the two-cell TEC assay on cell pairs with varying contact widths. Although the two-cell assay generally restricts the cells to the bowtie shaped microwells, the actual contact area between cells varied considerably between pairs. Furthermore, we had instances in which cells partially break out of the microwells generating situations with relatively large contact areas ([Fig. 2E-G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [movie S3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We typically observe more TEC vesicles in cell pairs with larger contacts.

To quantitatively compare TEC from different pairs of cells, we needed to take into account the dependence of TEC on the expression level of Dll1-mCherry, which varies between cell pairs. Since during the initial increase phase, the TEC is generally proportional to the Dll1-mCherry level ([Fig. S2E](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we looked at the TEC levels normalized by Dll1-mCherry levels in each pair (denoted as normalized TEC (nTEC)). A comparison of the nTEC between the two pairs in [Figs. 2B-D,H and 2E-G,I](#F2){ref-type="fig"} showed that nTEC for the pair with larger contact width is up to 5 times higher than the nTEC for the pair with the small contact width ([Fig. 2J](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

We note that in some cases we observe cell divisions either before or during the measurements (see grayed area in [Fig. 2I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, and dashed lines in [Fig. S2A](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We analyzed all cases where cell divisions occurred in the sender cells and identified two scenarios: (1) The Dll1 cell divides, and both daughter cells remain in contact with the receiver (parallel signaling). (2) The Dll1 cell divides but only one cell stays in contact (single cell contact). To take into account sender cell division in our analysis, we calculate nTEC only in the sender cell (or cells) that come in contact with the receiver cell. Some of the N1G4-Citrine cells also divide, but in general, this does not seem to affect nTEC levels (no significant change after cell division).

To check the relation between contact width and TEC, we repeated the analysis shown in [Fig. 2J](#F2){ref-type="fig"} in multiple cell pairs. We compared the nTEC levels between cell pairs at the first few hours after induction. We chose to look at nTEC between 90-150 min where significant TEC is already observed in most cell pairs and still correlates with Dll1-mCherry levels (i.e. before the peak in TEC). We note that the widths of the contact areas do not change significantly during the 0-150 minute time frame ([Fig. S2B](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), nor do they vary significantly along the z-direction over most of the cell height ([Fig. S2C-D](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We find that nTEC significantly correlates with contact width over a range of contact widths from \~1-40 μm ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, ρ=0.83, p-value\<10^-8^). The peak values of nTEC (termed max nTEC) also show significant correlation with contact widths ([Fig. S3](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, ρ=0.72, p-value\<10^-5^). We note that repeating this analysis on one pair of cells identified in standard co-culture conditions (Such as the ones in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) gave results that are consistent with the general trend observed in [Fig. 2J](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (see point marked by square in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S3](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The observed correlation of nTEC with contact width strongly supports a model in which larger contact area results in more N1-Dll1 pairs interacting with each other and to more signaling.

We next wanted to understand the implications of the observed contact area dependence of Notch signaling on Notch dependent patterning. In particular, we focus on lateral inhibition patterning, which is often employed to generate checkerboard-like patterning in multiple developmental contexts ([@R4]). Models of lateral inhibition rely on an intercellular feedback circuit that amplifies small initial differences in the levels of Notch signaling between neighboring cells ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R11]; [@R17]; [@R31]; [@R33]). This feedback leads to a checkerboard-like pattern where some cells are selected to become sender cells ('high Delta cells'), each of which is surrounded by receiver cells ('low Delta cells') ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

To check the effect of cell morphology on lateral inhibition patterning, we developed a lateral inhibition model that takes into account the dependence of Notch signaling on contact area ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [methods](#S8){ref-type="sec"}). In our model, we explicitly calculate the concentrations of Notch and Delta on each boundary of each cell. The dependence on the contact area is taken into account by integrating the signal resulting from Notch-Delta interactions over the length of each boundary. We ran the model simulations on disordered cell lattices that contained cells with different sizes ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For simplicity, we assumed that cell lattices are fixed (equivalent to assuming that fate determination is faster than changes in cell morphology).

Our simulations reveal that the linear dependence of signaling on contact area leads to a significant bias in the selection of fates in such a model; the smallest cells typically tend to become high Delta cells, while the largest cells typically tend to become low Delta cells. To check the significance of this effect we ran simulations on 20 randomly generated lattices and plotted the distribution of perimeters for high- and low-Delta cells ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, the distribution of high Delta cells (red bars in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is significantly shifted with respect to the low-Delta cells (green bars in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). To verify that the effect is due to dependence on contact area and not on the number of neighbors, we also performed the simulations on random cell lattices that retain hexagonal geometry (e.g. each cell has exactly 6 neighbors) but still have different cell sizes. The results of these simulations also exhibit a significant bias of high Delta cells to smaller perimeters ([Fig. S4A-B](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We note that running the simulation on a hexagonal lattice without taking into account the contact area dependence results in random selection of high Delta cells as reported previously ([@R11]; [@R33]).

To understand where the bias on cell size comes from, we checked how the level of inhibitory signals in the cells behaves at early time points when fate is being determined. We define the \'fate determination time\' as the latest time point where the Delta levels of the prospective high and low Delta cells cannot be statistically distinguished (inset of [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We find that at the fate determination time, the level of inhibitory signal, represented by the level of an intracellular repressor of Delta, R, which is directly activated by Notch signaling ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [methods](#S8){ref-type="sec"}), is correlated with cell perimeter ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This shows that the bias in cell fate arises from an early bias in Notch signaling due to differences in cell perimeters.

To test the prediction of our model, that smaller cells are more likely to become high-Delta cells, we looked at the classical Notch-mediated lateral inhibition process in the chick basilar papilla ([@R19]). In this system, an initially undifferentiated field of cells differentiates into an alternating pattern of hair cells and supporting cells. We have analyzed images from chick basilar papilla at embryonic days 6 to 8 (E6 -- E8) stained with a membrane marker and hair cell antigen marker (HCA). At this developmental stage, the first presumptive hair cells (HCA-positive cells) appear, first in the distal (E6) and later at the medial and proximal (E7-E8) regions of the basilar papilla ([@R19]). Our analysis reveals that at this early onset stage of hair cell selection we indeed see that HCA-positive cells are predominantly selected from cells with smaller apical perimeters ([Fig. 4E-F](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S4C-I](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We note that Notch-Delta interactions in epithelial layers are typically restricted to adherens junctions at the apical surface ([@R5]; [@R21]) justifying the quasi-two dimensional analysis performed here. We also note that HCA-positive cells tend to become larger (rather than smaller) at later developmental stages ([@R19]), suggesting that hair cell selection does not lead to a smaller cell phenotype. Hence, this observation is consistent with the prediction of our model that cell size can bias cell fate decision processes.

Discussion {#S3}
==========

Our two-cell TEC assay experiments provide the first direct evidence that Notch signaling depends on the contact area between cells. We have recently shown in a theoretical model ([@R27]) that Notch signaling may not necessarily depend on contact area. For example, if the receptors and ligands can diffuse quickly on the cell membrane or if the contact area is small enough, a significant contribution to the resulting signal may come from receptors and ligands that diffuse into the contact area from nearby membrane regions. In this case, we would expect the signal to depend very weakly on the contact area. The theoretical analysis showed that depending on the ratio between the contact diameter and the diffusion length scale (i.e. the typical distance ligands and receptors diffuse on the cell membrane before they endocytose), signaling could either depend on contact area or be independent of contact area. Hence, the observation here that Notch signaling depends on contact area is an indication we are in the \'slow diffusion regime\' where the contact area is larger than the diffusion length scale. This is consistent with our previous measurements showing that the diffusion length scale of Dll1 is about 1-2µm. Hence, our results show that at least for typical epithelial cell-cell contact diameters, it is expected that signaling should depend on contact area.

We note, that in our lateral inhibition model ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) we did not take into account the effect of membrane diffusion of Notch receptors and ligands, nor the situation of signaling through filopodia with very small contact diameters. It will be interesting to understand the role of diffusion and signaling through filopodia on cell fate determination, by considering expanded models that take these into account.

Our measurements also revealed an unexpected decrease or saturation in the TEC signal after a few hours, even though the level of ligand continues increasing ([Fig. 2H-I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This pulse-like response suggests that there may be some limiting factor that prevents further signaling at a certain time point or signaling level. We note that at longer times we still observe both N1G4-citrine and Dll1-mCherry at the cell surface (not shown), ruling out the possibility that surface levels of either the ligands or the receptors are these limiting factors. Hence, the mechanism for this unexpected dynamic behavior still needs to be elucidated.

The observed dependence of Notch signaling on contact diameter can have implications on Notch dependent patterning processes such as lateral inhibition ([@R22]). We show that a model of lateral inhibition that takes into account contact area dependence predicts that smaller cells are more likely to be selected by the lateral inhibition process than larger cells. Such behavior is indeed observed during the early development of chick inner ear. More generally, this result strongly suggests that cell fate decision processes are controlled not only by biochemical regulatory processes, but can also be affected by changes in cellular morphology. Hence, a systems level approach that takes into account both regulatory circuits and cellular morphology is required for understanding such developmental patterning processes. This result should be relevant for other juxtacrine signaling pathways as well as for other developmental processes controlled by juxtacrine signaling pathways.

Star Methods {#S4}
============

Experimental Model and Subject Details {#S5}
--------------------------------------

### Base Cell lines {#S6}

Chinese Hampster ovary cells (CHO-K1, ATCC-CCL-61) integrated with TetR (Life Technologies, CHO-TR). Organism: Cricetulus griseus. Sex: female.

Marine Darby Canine Kidney (MDCKII, ATCC-CRL-2936). Organism: Canis familiaris. Sex: female.

### Chick Basilar Papilla {#S7}

All chick Basilar Papilla images are based on analysis of partially published images taken from ([@R19]). The description of sample preparation is described in ([@R19]). In brief, chicken eggs of the Isa Brown variety were incubated at 37°C in a humid incubator for between 6 and 8 days. Whole heads from embryos of embryonic day (E) 6 and 8 were fixed in 3.7% (v/v) formaldehyde in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, for 1 hr at room temperature.

Method Details {#S8}
--------------

### Description of genetic constructs {#S9}

All genetic constructs were constructed using standard cloning techniques. The Dll1-mCherry, hN1, and the N1G4 constructs were described previously ([@R34]). The UAS-H2B-mCherry was cloned from the UAS-H2B-citrine construct used in ([@R34]). The N1G4-citrine construct was constructed using Gibson cloning ([@R18]). The N1G4-citrine was constructed from pcDNA3-hNECD-Gal4esn described in previous work ([@R34]). It contains the extracellular domain (ECD) of human Notch1 whereas the intracellular domain is replaced with a minimal variant of the transcriptional activator Gal4, termed as Gal4esn. In this work, the citrine gene, flanked by GSG linkers on both sides, was inserted into the extracellular domain of human Notch1, between G1435 and A1436.

The position has been successfully used in Drosophila Notch for EGFP tagging ([@R16]). Three overlapping fragments of the vector and one insert fragment were amplified using PCR (Platinum pfx, Life Technologies). The primers used for the amplification of the citrine insert are provided in the [KRT table](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The primers used for the amplification of the three overlapping fragments of the pcDNA3-hNECD-Gal4esn are also provided in the [KRT table](#T1){ref-type="table"}. All four fragments were then assembled into the final construct using the Gibson protocol ([@R18]).

### Generation of stable cell lines and cell-culture protocols {#S10}

The CHO-Dll1-mCherry was described previously ([@R34]). The MDCK-Dll1-mCherry cell line was generated using the same procedures as the CHO-Dll1-mCherry but with MDCKII as a base cell line (ATCC CRL-2936), In brief, cells were transfected with Dll1-mCherry construct, after two days transferred to a 6 well plate and placed under selection for 100ng/ul Hygromycin for two weeks. Single colonies are then isolated using limiting dilution. The CHO-N1G4-citrine was also generated by transfecting CHO-TR cells (Life Technologies) with the N1G4-citrine construct following selection with 10µg/ml Blasticidine (Scientific inc.) and 625 µg/ml Geneticin (Life Technologies). Colonies were picked up and tested for fluorescence and activity. The CHO-N1G4-citrine+UAS-H2B-mCherry reporter cells were generated by stable transfection of the UAS-H2B-mCherry reporter in to the CHO-N1G4-citrine cells and selection of single clones using 400ug/ml Zeocin (Invivogen inc.).

### Notch Activity assay {#S11}

The activity of N1G4-citrine was tested using luciferase reporter gene assay. N1G4-citrine cells and N1G4esn cells ([@R34]) were co-transfected in 24-well dishes using TransIT-LT1 (Mirus) with a Gal4-firefly luciferase reporter ([@R2]) (800 ng) and pRL-SV40 Renilla luciferase (10 ng). 24 hours after transfection, the cells were trypsinized and transferred to dishes with or without plate-adsorbed Delta-like 1 fused to immunoglobin-G (Dll1-Fc, a kind gift from Irwin Bernstein). Coating of adsorbed Dll1-Fc was performed by incubating 5ng/μl of Dll1-Fc for 1h at 4C. 48 hours after plating, firefly luciferase and Renilla luciferase activities were measured by luminumeter (Veritas). Cells were lysed with 100 μl/well Passive lysis buffer x1 (promega) for 10 min. 20μl of each sample was used for luciferase activity using filtrated luciferase buffer including: 26 mg of (MgCO3)4 Mg(OH)2 (Sigma), 20 mM Tricine (Sigma), 0.1 mM EDTA (Biological Industries), 2.67 mM pH=7.8 MgSO4 (Merck). For the luciferase reaction we used luciferase buffer supplemented with: 0.4 mM ATP (Sigma), 26.6 mM DTT (Sigma), Coenzyme A X0.8 (Sigma) AND 0.4 mM D-Luciferine and for Renilla activity using filtrated Renilla buffer including 80 mM di-Potassium hydrogen phosphate trihydrate (Merck) and 20 mM Potassium dihydrogen phosphate for analysis (Merck). Notch activity is expressed as a ratio of normalized luciferase between cells exposed to dishes with and without plated Dll1-Fc. The assay was repeated five times.

### Micropatterning {#S12}

Micropatterning was performed as previously described ([@R14]). In brief, A PDMS mold with raised bowtie patterns was attached to a glass surface after being treated with a UV/Ozone cleaning device (UVOCS, USA). Liquid agarose (0.6% in 2:3 EtOH:diH~2~O) was wicked into the gap between the mold and the glass and an inverted pattern of agarose was formed upon removal of the PDMS mold. Bovine Fibronectin (50 μg/ml, Biological Industries, Israel) was adsorbed on the exposed regions of the glass by incubating it for 1hr at room temperature. Both N1G4-citrine and Dll1-mCherry cells were diluted to 1.25×10^5^ cell/ml and seeded simultaneously onto the patterned plate. The square size of the bowties used was 20x20µm which yielded the highest probability of a single cell to attach in each half of the bowtie.

### Preparation of cells for imaging {#S13}

For the two-cell assay, cells were seeded 12 hours before imaging in growth medium (αMEM+10% fetal bovine serum, Biological Industries, Israel) onto agarose micropatterns constructed on home-made glass bottom 6-well plates. Directly prior imaging the media was replaced with low fluorescence imaging media (αMEM without Phenol red, ribonucleosides, deoxyribonucleosides, folic acid, biotin and vitamin B12, Biological Industries, Israel) and 100ng/ml doxycycline (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the growth medium to induce expression.

### Immunohistochemistry {#S14}

Immunohistochemisty was performed in order to establish the TEC of full length Notch1 and Dll1-mCherry ([Fig. S1H-J](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). CHO-K1 cells expressing full length Notch1([@R34]) were co-cultured with Dll1-mCherry cells for 24 hours prior to fixation and staining. 100 ng/ml doxycycline was added to the co-culture 5 hours prior to fixation and staining. The cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Merck), permeabilized using triton (Sigma Aldrich) and immunostained with anti-mouse-Notch1 (1:100) antibody (R&D systems) for 1 hour at room temperature. After incubation the cells were washed three times with phosphate buffer saline (Biological Industries). Secondary antibody, Alexa Flour 488-conjugated AffiniPure Rabbit-anti-Sheep (1:200, Jackson ImmunoResearch), was added for 45 minutes at room temperature. Cells were washed again as described.

### Microscopy details {#S15}

Cells were imaged using Andor revolution spinning disk confocal microscope with DPSS CW 515nm and 561nm 50mW lasers (Andor, Belfast, Northern Ireland). The imaging setup consisted of an Olympus inverted microscope with an oil-immersion Plan-Apochromatic 60x objective NA=1.42 (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan); and an ANDOR iXon Ultra EMCCD camera (Andor, Belfast, Northern Ireland). The microscope was equipped with a 37 °C temperature-controlled chamber and a CO~2~ regulator providing 5% CO~2~ (Okolab, Italy). The equipment was controlled by Andor iQ software (Andor, Belfast, Northern Ireland).

### Chick Basilar Papilla staining {#S16}

The description of sample preparation is described in ([@R19]). In brief, chick basilar papilla at embryonic day 6 (E6) and embryonic day 8 (E8) were stained using both anti-cingulin (membrane marker) and anti-HCA (Hair cell marker).

### Mathematical model {#S17}

To model the effect of the contact-dependent Notch signaling on lateral inhibition patterning, we expanded a model previously described in ([@R34]) to take into account contact area dependence. For simplicity, cis-interactions between receptors and ligands ([@R34]) are not considered in this model. We verified that inclusion of cis-inhibition does not change the conclusions provided here (not shown). We simulated Notch mediated lateral inhibition circuit on a disordered two-dimensional lattice (as shown in [Fig. 4A-B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Cells on the lattice have different fixed contact areas and hence our model takes into account that Notch signaling should vary between cells and between boundaries. We note that cells\' size and boundaries are constant in time. To describe the amount of signal between neighboring cells, we look on the concentration of Notch and Delta on both sides of the boundary. We denote *n~ij~* as the concentration of Notch in cell *i* on the boundary with cell *j*. Similarly, *d~ji~*, is the concentration Delta in cell *j* on the boundary with cell *i*.

The signal concentration (number of NICD produced per unit length) generated into the *i*-th cell at boundary *ij*, denoted *s~ij~*, is described by Michaelis-Menten reaction: $$n_{ij} + d_{ji}\rightleftharpoons_{\kappa^{-}}^{\kappa^{+}}\left\lbrack {n_{ij}d_{ji}} \right\rbrack\overset{\kappa^{s}}{\rightarrow}s_{ij}$$

Where \[*n~ij~d~ij~*\] denotes the concentration of complexes of Notch and Delta on the boundary between cell *i* and cell *j* (in this case the complexes composed of Delta from cell *j* bound to Notch from cell *i*). *κ*^+^, *κ*^−^ are the association and dissociation rates of Notch and Delta, respectively. *κ^S^*, is the rate associated with conversion of the Notch-Delta complex into a signal (namely, the inverse time it takes for the NICD to get cleaved once it interacts with Delta)

According to [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we assume a linear relation between the total signal and the contact area. That is, the total signal received by cell *i* is the summation of all signal concentration on all of its boundaries times the length of each boundary: $$S_{i} = {\sum_{j}{s_{ij}l_{ij}}}$$

The lateral inhibition feedback is considered by assuming that a repressor with total cellular expression level, *R~i~*, is activated by the total signal in each cell, *S~i~*, and that this repressor inhibits the production of total Delta in cell *i*, $$\left. S_{i}\rightarrow R_{i} \dashv D_{i} \right.$$

The activation and repression reactions in [eq. 3](#FD3){ref-type="disp-formula"} are described in terms of Hill functions. These reactions can be written in terms of a set of ordinary differential equations for each boundary in the system: $$\frac{dn_{ij}}{dt} = \frac{\beta_{N}}{L_{i}} - \gamma_{N}n_{ij} + \kappa^{-}\left\lbrack {n_{ij}d_{ji}} \right\rbrack - \kappa^{+}n_{ij}d_{ji}$$$$\frac{dd_{ij}}{dt} = \frac{\beta_{D}}{L_{i}}\frac{p_{R}^{l}}{p_{R}^{l} + R_{i}^{l}} - \gamma_{D}d_{ij} + \kappa^{-}\left\lbrack {n_{ji}d_{ij}} \right\rbrack - \kappa^{+}n_{ji}d_{ij}$$$$\frac{dR_{i}}{dt} = \beta_{R}\frac{S_{i}^{m}}{p_{S}^{m} + S_{i}^{m}} - \gamma_{R}R_{i}$$$$\frac{d\left\lbrack {n_{ij}d_{ji}} \right\rbrack}{dt} = \kappa^{+}n_{ij}d_{ji} - \kappa^{-}\left\lbrack {n_{ij}d_{ji}} \right\rbrack - \kappa^{s}\left\lbrack {n_{ij}d_{ji}} \right\rbrack$$$$\frac{ds_{ij}}{dt} = \kappa^{s}\left\lbrack {n_{ij}d_{ji}} \right\rbrack - \gamma_{S}s_{ij}$$ Here, *L~i~* is the perimeter of cell *i*. *β~N~*, *β~D~* and *β~R~* are the production rates of total Notch, Delta and Repressor, respectively. *γ~N~*, *γ~D~*, *γ~R~*, and *γ~S~* are the degradation rates of Notch, Delta, Repressor, and Signal, respectively. *p~R~*, *l*, *p~S~* and *m* describe the effective K~d~ and Hill coefficients of the Repressor and the total Signal, respectively. The number of equations for Notch, Dalta, Notch-Delta complex, and Signal is twice the number of boundaries in the system. The number of equations for the Repressor is equal to the number of cells.

We assume here that Notch and Delta distribute uniformly across the perimeter of the cell after being produced. As in ([@R34]), we also assume that the complexes and the signal reach stable state much faster than Notch, Delta and the Repressor. In that case [equations 7](#FD7){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [8](#FD8){ref-type="disp-formula"} become: $$\left. \frac{d\left\lbrack {n_{ij}d_{ji}} \right\rbrack}{dt} \simeq 0\Rightarrow\left\lbrack {n_{ij}d_{ji}} \right\rbrack \simeq \frac{\kappa^{+}}{\kappa^{-} + \kappa^{s}}n_{ij}d_{ji} \right.$$$$\left. \frac{ds_{ij}}{dt} \simeq 0\Rightarrow s_{ij} \simeq \frac{\kappa^{s}}{\gamma_{S}}\left\lbrack {n_{ij}d_{ji}} \right\rbrack \simeq \frac{\kappa^{s}}{\gamma_{S}}\frac{\kappa^{+}}{\kappa^{-} + \kappa^{s}}n_{ij}d_{ji} \right.$$

This leads to the final set of equations: $$\frac{dn_{ij}}{dt} = \frac{\beta_{N}}{L_{i}} - \gamma_{N}n_{ij} - \frac{\kappa^{+}\kappa^{\text{s}}}{\kappa^{-} + \kappa^{\text{s}}}n_{ij}d_{ji}$$$$\frac{dd_{ij}}{dt} = \frac{\beta_{D}}{L_{i}} - \frac{p_{R}^{l}}{p_{R}^{l} + R_{i}^{l}} - \gamma_{D}d_{ij} - \frac{\kappa^{+}\kappa^{\text{s}}}{\kappa^{-} + \kappa^{\text{s}}}n_{ji}d_{ij}$$$$\frac{dR_{i}}{dt} = \beta_{R}\frac{\left( {\sum_{j}{\frac{1\kappa^{+}\kappa^{\text{s}}}{\gamma_{S}\kappa^{-} + \kappa^{\text{s}}}n_{ij}d_{ji}l_{ij}}} \right)^{m}}{p_{S}^{m} + \left( {\sum_{j}{\frac{1\kappa^{+}\kappa^{\text{s}}}{\gamma_{S}\kappa^{-} + \kappa^{\text{s}}}n_{ij}d_{ji}l_{ij}}} \right)^{m}} - \gamma_{R}R_{i}$$

The total free Notch and free Delta proteins in cell *i* are the summation of all protein concentration on all of its boundaries times the length of each boundary: $$N_{i} = {\sum_{j}{n_{ij}l_{ij};\ D_{i} = {\sum_{j}{d_{ij}l_{ij}}}}}$$

To simplify the model we transformed the variables and parameters of [equations 11](#FD11){ref-type="disp-formula"}-[13](#FD13){ref-type="disp-formula"} to dimensionless variables and parameters: $$\left. t\rightarrow\gamma_{R}t\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu}\tau_{N} \equiv \frac{\gamma_{R}}{\gamma_{N}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu}\tau_{D} \equiv \frac{\gamma_{R}}{\gamma_{D}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu}\beta_{N}\rightarrow\frac{\beta_{N}}{\gamma_{N}n_{o}\hat{L}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu}\beta_{D}\rightarrow\frac{\beta_{D}}{\gamma_{D}d_{o}\hat{L}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu}\beta_{R}\rightarrow\frac{\beta_{R}}{p_{R\gamma R}} \right.$$$$\left. R\rightarrow\frac{R}{p_{R}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu} n\rightarrow\frac{n}{n_{0}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu} d\rightarrow\frac{d}{d_{0}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu} L\rightarrow\frac{L}{\hat{L}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu} l\rightarrow\frac{l}{\hat{L}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu}\kappa_{t}^{- 1} \equiv \frac{d_{o}}{\gamma_{N}}\frac{\kappa^{+}\kappa^{\text{s}}}{\kappa^{-} + \kappa^{\text{s}}} \right.$$

Where *L̂* is the average cell perimeter (averaged over all the cells in the simulated lattice).

We also assumed the following constraints: $$\gamma_{N} = \gamma_{D} = \gamma_{R}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu}\frac{d_{o}}{\gamma_{N}} = \frac{n_{o}}{\gamma_{D}}\mspace{9mu};\mspace{9mu} p_{S}\frac{\gamma_{S}(\kappa^{-} + \kappa^{\text{s}})}{n_{0}d_{0}\hat{L}\kappa^{+}\kappa^{\text{s}}} = 1$$

That leads to the following dimensionless model: $$\frac{dn_{ij}}{dt} = \frac{\beta_{N}}{L_{i}} - n_{ij} - \kappa_{t}^{- 1}n_{ij}d_{ji}$$$$\frac{dd_{ij}}{dt} = \frac{\beta_{D}}{L_{i}}\frac{1}{1 + {R_{i}}^{l}} - d_{ij} - \kappa_{t}^{- 1}n_{ji}d_{ij}$$$$\frac{dR_{i}}{dt} = \beta_{R}\frac{{(\Sigma_{j}n_{ij}d_{ji}l_{ij})}^{m}}{1 + {(\Sigma_{j}n_{ij}d_{ji}l_{ij})}^{m}} - R_{i}$$

These [equations (15](#FD18){ref-type="disp-formula"}-[17](#FD20){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are solved numerically using ordinary differential equation solver (ODE) in Matlab on 20 different random lattices.

### Generation of random lattices {#S18}

The cell lattices were generated by starting from an initial 12 by 12 regular hexagonal lattice with periodic boundary conditions, i.e., disposed on a torus topology with up joining down and left joining right. The lattices were implemented as vertex models similar to the ones defined in ([@R9]; [@R15]). More precisely, an energy function dependent on the positions of the cell vertices is defined as $E = {\sum_{i}{{(A_{i} - A_{i}^{0})}^{2} + \Gamma P_{i}\ ,}}$ where *A~i~*, $A_{i}^{0}$ *and P~i~* are respectively the area, intial area and perimeter of cell *i*, and Γ is a scalar. This accounts for the fact that cells usually maintain their volume (or area in 2D) while minimizing their circumference, thus keeping a roundish shape. The vertices are then moved down the gradient of the energy function. For the first set of lattices, random T1 transitions (or neighbor swaps, see Staple et al.([@R35])) are performed to break the symmetry of the lattice. Small cells (in our case if $A_{i} < A_{i}^{0}/4$) are removed from the lattice. For the random hexagonal lattices ([Fig. S4A](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the $A_{i}^{0}$ are multiplied by a cell specific factor drawn from a uniform distribution between 0.5 and 2 to ensure that cells have different sizes but the same number of neighbors.

Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#S19}
---------------------------------------

### Image analysis {#S20}

All data processing was performed off-line using a commercial software package (MATLAB R2016, the MathWorks Inc.). A semi-automatic analysis code was used for cell segmentation and data extraction. N1G4-citrine and Dll1-mCherry cells were segmented separately using the yellow (515nm laser) and red (561nm laser) channels, respectively. For the two-cell assay, TEC was defined as total fluorescence in the yellow channel (green in images shown) found in the area of the Dll1-mCherry cell. Background fluorescence, calculated from pixels outside the segmented area, was subtracted from the TEC signal. Fluorescence signal from the boundary between cells as defined by the overlap of the segmentation of the two cells, was not included in the calculation of TEC. This is because we consider as TEC only N1G4-Citrine within the sender cell and not on the boundary. nTEC was calculated by dividing the TEC by total Dll1-mCherry signal in each time frame. The correlation coefficient between nTEC and contact width and the corresponding p-value was estimated using Pearson correlation analysis. The reporter analysis ([Fig. S1N-P](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was performed by a semi-automatic tracking protocol in which the total fluorescence in the nucleus was calculated in each frame.

### Estimation of contact width in the two-cell assay {#S21}

The contact area between cells was assumed to be proportional to the contact width visible within the plane that was analyzed. For the data on [Fig 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the contact width was estimated by averaging over the first 10 time points of the movie. For the data on [Fig S3](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} showing max nTEC, the contact width was estimated by averaging over measured the 10 time points prior to the time point where max nTEC was measured. For some cases, where the max nTEC is earlier that the 10^th^ time point, we used an average of the first 10 time points. We checked that the standard deviation on width measurements were relatively small. Cases in which large changes in the contact width occurred within the averaging time were not used in the analysis.

### Image analysis for chick basilar papilla {#S22}

Images of cingulin labeled cells (such as the one in [Fig S4J](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were initially segmented using ilastik program ([@R32]). The segmentation was then refined and semi-automatically corrected using a custom made code in Matlab (the MathWorks Inc.). Cells expressing HCA were manually marked on segmented image. Distributions of cell perimeters were then extracted and analyzed. Wilcoxon rank sum test was then applied to determine the significance of the difference between the distributions of cells expressing or not expressing HCA.

### Statistics {#S23}

Calculation of correlations and their p-value: Statistical analysis of [Figs 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [S3](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} was performed using Pearson correlation. Analysis in [Figs 4C, 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [S4B and S4I](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} were performed using Wilcoxon rank sum test. The time delays and delayed correlations in [Fig. S1P](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} were calculated by finding the shift in time required to reach the maximal correlation coefficient between the two data sets. The correlation was calculated using Pearson correlation over the overlapping data points after time shifting. The number of samples is as indicated in each figure caption.
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![The live-cell Notch trans-endocytosis (TEC) assay allows dynamic tracking of N1-Dll1 interaction.\
**(A)** A schematic of the Notch TEC assay. In this assay a signal sending cell expressing Dll1-mCherry (gray-red, top) under a doxycycline inducible promoter is co-cultured with a signal receiving cell expressing N1G4-citrine (gray-green, bottom). The N1G4-citrine has a citrine (green) inserted in the extracellular domain of N1 (NECD) and Gal4 replacing its intracellular domain. Upon Interaction between Dll1-mCherry and the N1G4-citrine the extracellular domain of N1G4-citrine trans-endocytoses into the Dll1-mCherry cell. **(B)** A schematic of a co-culture experiment. N1G4-Citrine cells (green) are co-cultured with Dll1-mCherry cells (white/red). At the beginning of the experiment Dll1-mCherry is induced by doxycycline. Upon induction of Dll1-mCherry, trans-endocytosed vesicles (yellow) appear in signal sending cells. **(C)** A filmstrip showing a co-culture experiment as described in (B). Here, Dll1-mCherry (red) cells are co-cultured with N1G4-ctirine cells (green in the top row, gray in the bottom row) (see also [Movie S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The bottom row shows only the N1G4-citrine. Dll1-mCherry cells (red) were pre-induced with 100 ng/mL of doxycycline 3 hr prior to the first frame (t = 0). TEC is observed as vesicles containing both N1G4-citrine and Dll1-mCherry within the Dll1-mCherry cells (yellow in the top row, arrows in the bottom row). Scale-bar 10µm. See also associated [Figure S1](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](emss-72369-f001){#F1}

![The two-cell TEC assay allows measuring the dependence of TEC on contact width.\
**(A)** A schematic of the device used for the two-cell assay. **(B)** A schematic of a two-cell TEC assay in a pair of cells with small contact width (\~2.5 µm). **(C)** A bright field image of the cell pair used in (D). Scale-bar as indicated **(D)** A filmstrip showing a Dll1-mCherry cell (red) and a N1G4-citrine cell (green in top row, gray in bottom row) interacting in a two-cell microwell (see [movieS2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in supplementary). Bottom row shows only the N1G4-citrine fluorescence. Dll1-mCherry was pre-induced with 100 ng/ml doxycycline one hour prior to the first frame of the movie (t=0). Arrows indicate TEC events. **(E)** A schematic of a two-cell TEC assay on a pair of cells with large contact width. In this experiment, cells broke out of the microwells and formed a large contact (\~25 µm length). **(F)** A bright field image of the cell pair used in (G). Scale-bar as indicated. **(G)** A filmstrip showing TEC in a pair of cells with a large contact width (see [movie S3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in supplementary). Experimental procedure and labeling is the same as shown in (D). **(H-I)** Quantitative analysis of the filmstrips in (D) and (G), respectively. The levels of TEC (green, left axis) and Dll1-mCherry fluorescence (red, right axis) are plotted as a function of time. Grayed area in (F) indicate cell division period, where cells are partially out of the image plane. **(J)** Comparison of the normalized TEC (nTEC) between small and large contact widths (i.e. between (H, black) and (I, blue)). nTEC is defined as the level of TEC divided by total Dll1-mCherry level. See also associated [Fig. S2](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](emss-72369-f002){#F2}

![nTEC is correlated with contact width.\
A plot showing the mean nTEC level between 90-150 min after the movie started, as a function of the mean contact width between 0-150 min (in both cases the mean is taken over time). Data shown is from 30 two-cell assay experiments (as in [Fig. 2D,G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, circles) and one data point from a free co-culture experiment (square). The solid line is a linear fit to the data points. This data shows that nTEC levels correlate with the width of the contact between the cells (n=31, ρ=0.83, p-value\<10^-8^ calculated using Pearson correlation). See also associated [Fig. S3](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](emss-72369-f003){#F3}

![Dependence of Notch signaling on contact area can bias lateral inhibition patterning.\
**(A)** A schematic of a model for lateral inhibition that takes into account dependence of signaling on contact area. The model assumes that Notch signaling in each cell depends on the number of Notch-Delta pairs formed (red and green, respectively). Notch signaling in each cell activates a repressor (R) that inhibits Delta production. Finally, Delta is distributed evenly on cell boundaries. **(B)** A simulation of the lateral inhibition model shown in (A) on a disordered cell lattice. Cells that express high levels of Delta are red and cells that express low level of Delta are green. The simulation was performed as described in the [STAR methods](#S4){ref-type="sec"} ([Eqs. 15](#FD18){ref-type="disp-formula"}-[17](#FD20){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Parameters used: β~N~ = 3.9, β~D~ = 3.9, β~R~ = 194.1, m = 3, l = 3, $\text{k}_{\text{t}}^{- 1}$ = 0.2 **(C)** A histogram showing the distribution of cell perimeters for high-Delta cells (red, n=827) and low Delta cells (green, n=1974) collected from simulations on 20 random lattices. **(D)** Analysis of the dynamics of the simulation in (B) showing a correlation between repressor level (R in (A)) and cell perimeter, at the fate determination point, *τ*~fate~ (n=140, ρ=0.59, p-value\<10^-13^ calculated using Pearson correlation). The solid line is a linear fit to the data points. Inset: a plot of repressor levels for each cell as a function of time. The fate determination point, *τ*~fate~ (dashed line), is defined as the latest time where there is no significant difference in the Delta levels of the prospective high and low Delta cells. **(E)** An image from the distal region of the chick basilar papilla taken at E6 (from ([@R19])). Samples were stained using both anti-cingulin (membrane/tight junction marker) and anti-HCA (Hair cell marker). Scale-bar 10μm. **(F)** A histogram of cell perimeters in (E) showing that cell with hair cell (HC) marker (red, n=62) have smaller apical perimeters on average than cells without HC marker (green, n=732). See [Fig. S4J-L](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [methods](#S8){ref-type="sec"} for description of analysis. In (C) and (F) the middle bar and error bars denote the median and interquartile range, respectively. Three stars denote p-value\<0.001 determined by Wilcoxon rank sum test. See also associated [Fig. S4](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](emss-72369-f004){#F4}

###### Key Resources Table

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  REAGENT or RESOURCE                                                                                                                   SOURCE                                                                                                                                                                      IDENTIFIER
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
  Antibodies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  anti-mouse-Notch1 (1:100)                                                                                                             R&D Systems                                                                                                                                                                 AF5267; RRID: AB_1655874

  Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated AffiniPure Rabbit-anti-Sheep (1:200)                                                                       Jackson ImmunoResearch                                                                                                                                                      313-545-003; RRID: AB_2340013

  anti-cingulin                                                                                                                         [@R19]                                                                                                                                                                      N/A

  anti-HCA                                                                                                                              [@R19]                                                                                                                                                                      N/A

  Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  Delta-like 1 fused to immunoglobin-G (Dll1-Fc)                                                                                        kind gift from Irwin Bernstein                                                                                                                                              N/A

  Doxycycline                                                                                                                           Sigma Aldrich                                                                                                                                                               D9891-1G

  Paraformaldehyde                                                                                                                      Merck                                                                                                                                                                       30525-89-4

  Triton X100                                                                                                                           Sigma Aldrich                                                                                                                                                               9002-93-1

  Blasticidine                                                                                                                          A.G. Scientific                                                                                                                                                             B-1247-SOL

  Geneticin                                                                                                                             Life Technologies                                                                                                                                                           108321-42-2

  Zeocin                                                                                                                                Invivogen                                                                                                                                                                   Ant-zn

  Hygromicine                                                                                                                           A.G. Scientific                                                                                                                                                             H-1012-PBS

  PDMS                                                                                                                                  Dow Corning                                                                                                                                                                 3097358-1004

  Agarose                                                                                                                               Lonza                                                                                                                                                                       50004

  Bovine Fibronectin                                                                                                                    Biological Industries, Israel                                                                                                                                               03-090-1-01

  *α*MEM                                                                                                                                Biological Industries, Israel                                                                                                                                               01-042-1A

  Fetal bovine serum, 10%                                                                                                               Biological Industries, Israel                                                                                                                                               04-007-1A

  Low fluorescence imaging media (αMEM without Phenol red, ribonucleosides, deoxyribonucleosides, folic acid, biotin and vitamin B12)   Biological Industries, Israel                                                                                                                                               06-1042-18-1A

  Magnesium carbonate hydroxide pentahydrate                                                                                            Sigma Aldrich                                                                                                                                                               467480

  Tricine                                                                                                                               Sigma Aldrich                                                                                                                                                               93356

  EDTA                                                                                                                                  Biological Industries, Israel                                                                                                                                               V4233

  MgSO4                                                                                                                                 Merck                                                                                                                                                                       106067

  ATP                                                                                                                                   Sigma Aldrich                                                                                                                                                               A2383

  DTT                                                                                                                                   Sigma Aldrich                                                                                                                                                               D9779-5G

  Coenzyme A                                                                                                                            Sigma Aldrich                                                                                                                                                               C3144-10mg

  D-Luciferine                                                                                                                          Regis Technologies                                                                                                                                                          1-360222-200

  di-Potassium hydrogen phosphate trihydrate                                                                                            Merck                                                                                                                                                                       1.05099.1000

  Potassium dihydrogen phosphate                                                                                                        Merck                                                                                                                                                                       1.04873.1000

  Passive lysis buffer                                                                                                                  Promega                                                                                                                                                                     E194A

  Critical Commercial Assays                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  TransIT-LT1 transfection kit                                                                                                          Mirus                                                                                                                                                                       MIR-2305

  Platinum pfx PCR kit                                                                                                                  Life Technologies                                                                                                                                                           11708-013

  Experimental Models: Cell Lines                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  Hamster: CHO-Dll1-mCherry                                                                                                             ATCC & Life Technologies                                                                                                                                                    CCL-61, CHO-TR

  Canine: MDCK-Dll1-mCherry                                                                                                             ATCC                                                                                                                                                                        CRL-2936

  CHO-N1G4-citrine                                                                                                                      This paper                                                                                                                                                                  N/A

  CHO-N1G4-citrine+UAS-H2B-mCherry                                                                                                      This paper                                                                                                                                                                  N/A

  CHO-N1G4esn                                                                                                                           [@R34]                                                                                                                                                                      N/A

  Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  Chick Basilar Papilla (E6 and E8)                                                                                                     [@R19]                                                                                                                                                                      N/A

  Oligonucleotides                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  Primers for citrine insert\                                                                                                           This paper                                                                                                                                                                  N/A
  5-ACTACAGCTTCGGGGGTGGGGGTTCAGGTATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG-3'\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  5'-GGGGGATGTCGCGCCCGGCCCCAGATCCCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCC-3'                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Primers for 3 overlapping fragments for pcDNA3-hNECD-Gal4esn\                                                                         This paper                                                                                                                                                                  N/A
  5'- CGAGCTGTACAAGGGATCTGGGGCCGGGCGCGACATCCCCC-3'\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  5'- CCCTTGCTCACCATACCTGAACCCCCACCCCCGAAGCTGTAGT-3'\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  5'- GACCATGATTACGCCAAGCTCTAG-3'\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  5'- CATGTCTGTATACCGTCGACCTCTAG-3'\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  5- CAGTTGGGGCCAGTGTGGGTG-3'\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  5- CTACCGCTGCGTCTGCCGCGC-3'                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  Recombinant DNA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  pcDNA5TR-rDll1-mCherry                                                                                                                [@R34]                                                                                                                                                                      N/A

  pcDNA3-hN1                                                                                                                            [@R34]                                                                                                                                                                      N/A

  pcDNA3-N1G4                                                                                                                           N1G4esn from [@R34]                                                                                                                                                         N/A

  pcDNA3-N1G4-citrine                                                                                                                   This paper                                                                                                                                                                  N/A

  pEV-UAS-H2B-mCherry                                                                                                                   This paper                                                                                                                                                                  N/A

  Gal4-firefly luciferase reporter                                                                                                      [@R2]                                                                                                                                                                       N/A

  pRL-SV40                                                                                                                              Promega                                                                                                                                                                     E2231

  Software and Algorithms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  MATLAB                                                                                                                                MathWorks                                                                                                                                                                   R2016

  Code for lateral inhibition simulation                                                                                                [https://github.com/Udi-Binshtok/Dimensionless-equations-simulator\_-February-2017.git](https://github.com/Udi-Binshtok/Dimensionless-equations-simulator_-February-2017)   N/A

  Other                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  UV/Ozone cleaning device                                                                                                              UVOCS, USA                                                                                                                                                                  N/A
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[^1]: Co-first author

[^2]: Lead Contact
